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Introduction
This submission is unusual for the Community Council for Australia (CCA) in as it represents a joint
drafting effort with two other organisations who are both key members of CCA: Philanthropy Australia
(PA) and the Australian Council for International Development (ACFID).
CCA has consulted with members (see listing in Attachment A) in framing this submission, however, it is
important to note that this submission does not override the policy positions outlined in any individual
submissions from CCA members.
The content of this submission includes: a brief background to CCA; an overview of the current context
for the NFP sector; provision of a position paper jointly developed by CCA with PA and ACFID.
CCA welcomes this opportunity to provide input into this Inquiry and is keen to engage in detailed
discussion about any proposals arising from the Inquiry.

The Community Council for Australia
The Community Council for Australia is an independent non-political member based organisation
dedicated to building flourishing communities by enhancing the extraordinary work undertaken by the
charities and not-for-profit sector in Australia. CCA seeks to change the way governments, communities
and not-for-profits relate to one another. It does so by providing a national voice and facilitation for
sector leaders to act on common and shared issues affecting the contribution, performance and viability
of NFPs in Australia. This includes:


promoting the values of the sector and the need for reform



influencing and shaping relevant policy agendas



improving the way people invest in the sector



measuring and reporting success in a way that clearly articulates value



building collaboration and sector efficiency



informing, educating, and assisting organisations in the sector to deal with change and build
sustainable futures



providing a catalyst and mechanism for the sector to work in partnership with government,
business and the broader Australian community to achieve positive change.

Our success will drive a more sustainable and effective charities and not-for-profit sector in Australia
making an increased contribution to the well-being and resilience of all our communities.
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Context: not-for-profit reform
The NFP sector encompasses over 600,000 organisations - from large to very small, and employs well
over one million staff (around 10% of all employees in Australia). Australia’s 54,000 charities collectively
turn over more than $130 billion each year and hold over $260 billion in assets. In the last decade,
sector growth has continued at more than 7% a year, higher than any comparable industry group.
These facts tell only a small part of the story. The real value of the NFP sector is often in the unmeasured
contribution to Australian quality of life. NFPs are at the heart of our communities; building connection,
nurturing spiritual and cultural expression, and enhancing the productivity of all Australians.
The importance of the NFP sector is internationally recognised with many governments now putting in
place measures to increase NFP investment and productivity, including new measures to promote
increased giving and philanthropy. Smaller government and bigger community is a common theme,
driven in part by savings, but also by a commitment to greater civic engagement, social
entrepreneurship and productivity within the NFP sector.
In Australia there are currently various initiatives seeking to: promote social enterprise; reduce
compliance costs for NFPs; encourage a diversification of financing options to build a more sustainable
funding base; streamline and refine the regulation of NFPs and charities; establish less bureaucratic
reporting requirements while building community transparency; increase volunteering, increase
philanthropy; improve relationships between government and the NFP sector; promote impact
investing; and increase sector performance measurement. CCA supports all these activities.
While the recent history of the NFP sector is framed by growth and reform, new issues are emerging.
The level of volunteering and individual philanthropic giving as a percentage of income has still not
recovered to the highs of 2009. Revenue available to governments is effectively falling in real terms
against a backdrop of increasing demands and higher community expectations. Competition for
fundraising and funding for services has increased significantly in the NFP sector. Most charities are no
longer growing at the rate they were, with many facing real reductions in their total income at the same
time as they are being asked to do more, be more accountable and proactively demonstrate their value.
The inability of governments to streamline their own regulatory processes, their tendering processes,
contract management and programs monitoring has consistently been identified as a major barrier to
improving productivity in the not-for-profit sector in Australia. The lack of certainty in the government
regulatory environment, funding and contracting processes also undermines performance and ongoing
investment in improving outcomes. For the sector to be more effective, these issues must be addressed.
Charities and not-for-profits still enjoy very high levels of trust in comparison with most other
institutions, including the Parliament. Part of the reason for this level of trust is that all charities have
had to demonstrate that they provide a public benefit. Advocating for the public benefit they have been
established to address is seen as a core mission of most charities, whether this involves active public
advocacy or more private efforts to deliver desired change.
Any attempt to curtail the advocacy of charities and not-for-profits represents a silencing of community
voices, a diminution of democracy.
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CCA position on charities and overseas donations (joint CCA, PA, ACFID)
Executive summary
As part of a move to ban foreign donations to political parties, the Government has flagged that it also
intends to ban overseas philanthropy to other organisations. The impact of this wider push may mean
that registered charities are prevented from accepting overseas philanthropy.

Why charities should be allowed to receive overseas philanthropy:
International philanthropy complements Australian philanthropy’s support for charities, and makes an
important contribution to Australian communities. We assert that registered charities should continue
to be allowed to receive overseas philanthropy for the following reasons:
1. Overseas philanthropy makes an important contribution to Australian charities in diverse fields such
as health and medical research, Indigenous advancement, terrestrial and marine conservation,
poverty alleviation, and education. The work this philanthropy supports has very high public value.
2. Charities exist for the public benefit and must work to further their charitable purposes. They must
fulfill this fundamental obligation to retain their charitable status under Australian law.
3. The political activities of charities are strictly regulated and constrained by the Charities Act 2013
(Cth) and the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.
4. Charities are already regulated by a Statutory Regulator, the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission (ACNC), which has extensive powers to investigate and impose serious sanctions for any
alleged breaches under relevant Acts.

5. There is a category difference between political parties and charities. Charities have completely
different access to and influence over the political process than political parties. Given the very
different legal circumstances within which charities operate, a new set of regulations for political
parties should not be applied to charities.

What outcome are we proposing?
Despite public concern about the influence of foreign money in politics, there is high public confidence
and trust in charities, and their ability to stand up for the interests of everyday people and the issues
they care about.1 International philanthropic funding is an important part of many charities’ annual
budgets and enable them to deliver their public good. Imposing further restrictions on charities would
restrict the voice of communities, and hinder the operation of our democracy.
We therefore propose that Australian charities registered with the Australian Charities and Not-forprofits Commission be exempt from any legislation that bans receiving overseas philanthropy.

1

In 2015 research commissioned by the ACNC, charities were third most trusted institutions and organisations
after doctors and police, and ahead of the High Court and Parliaments: http://acnc.gov.au/trustandconfidence
Similarly, 2014 research undertaken by Swinburne University found that those who lead charities and not-for-profit
groups were viewed as more trustworthy than political, business, trade union or religious leaders:
http://www.vista.org.au/documents/item/2766
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Charities and Overseas Philanthropy
Background
As part of a move to ban foreign donations to political parties, the Government has flagged that it also
intends to ban overseas funding to other organisations. The impact of this wider push may mean that
registered charities are prevented from accepting overseas philanthropy.
Following the 2016 election, the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters (JSCEM) conducted an
“Inquiry into and report on all aspects of the conduct of the 2016 Federal Election and matters related
thereto”.2 The Government members of the committee recommended a series of measures to ban
foreign donations for third party activity that is not normally deemed to be “political” under the current
disclosure regime, including activity undertaken by groups that are registered charities and have
Deductible Gift Recipient status. The two key recommendations were:
Recommendation 3
The Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters recommends a prohibition on donations from
foreign citizens and foreign entities to Australian registered political parties, associated entities and
third parties. This ban would not apply to dual Australian citizens either in Australia or overseas, or
to non-Australian permanent residents in Australia.
Recommendation 4
The committee recommends that the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, in its wider
inquiry into donations and disclosure, further examines the requirement to extend a foreign
donations ban to all other political actors. The key issue to be considered is how to prevent foreign
funds being channelled through organisations engaging in political activities and who are not subject
to regulation under the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918. This new inquiry would also examine
related issues that have arisen in this inquiry which are outside the current terms of reference,
including tax deductibility for gifts.
In media statements, the Federal Government says it will deliver a reform proposal to address the issue
of foreign donations by the end of the year.3 New legislation will likely be based on the JSCEM
recommendations and seek to restrict overseas funding to organisations including Australian charities.
The question of foreign influence in Australian politics is an important public policy issue with a range of
complexities. This position paper highlights the potential unintended consequences for Australian
charities of legislation that seeks to ban the receipt of overseas philanthropy, and makes the case that
Australian charities registered with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission should be
exempt from any such legislation.

2

http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Electoral_Matters/2016Election/Third_Interim
_Report
3

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/breakfast/foreign-donations/8599572
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Why charities should be allowed to receive overseas philanthropy
Overseas philanthropy complements Australian philanthropy’s support for charities, and makes an
important contribution to Australian communities. We assert that registered charities should continue
to be allowed to receive overseas philanthropy for the following reasons:

1. Overseas philanthropy makes an important contribution to Australian charities, supporting work that
has a very high public value
Around 1 in 4 charities depend on giving and philanthropy for 50% or more of their total income. Smaller
charities tend to depend on giving and philanthropy for a higher proportion of their income compared
with larger charities.4
Overseas philanthropy makes an important contribution to Australian charities in diverse fields such as
health and medical research, Indigenous advancement, terrestrial and marine conservation, poverty
alleviation, and education. For example, hospitals, health think tanks and other health research groups
are among the top recipients of US grant money. More than half of the Australian recipients of US grant
money are universities.5
Many of these issues cross international borders and it is appropriate for global philanthropy to play a
role. In fact, many Australian organisations that deliver public good outcomes rely extensively on
international philanthropy for their budgets.
Despite public concern about the influence of foreign money in politics, there is high public confidence
and trust in charities, and their ability to stand up for the interests of everyday people and the issues
they care about.6 Communities expect charities to have a public voice on the issues they have been
established to address.7 Imposing further restrictions on charities would restrict the voice of
communities, and hinder the operation of our democracy.

4

Australian Charities Report 2015, ACNC, http://australiancharities.acnc.gov.au/download/

5

https://www.philanthropy.org.au/images/site/misc/About_Us/Initiatives/2016/US_Foundation_Funding_for_Aust
ralia.pdf
6

Based on 2015 research commissioned by the ACNC, charities are third most trusted institutions and
organisations after doctors and police, and ahead of the High Court and Parliaments:
http://acnc.gov.au/trustandconfidence
7

In a 2016 Essential Poll, more than 2/3rds of respondents agreed that charities should be able to criticise the
government: http://www.essentialvision.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Essential-Report_161115.pdf
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2. Charities in Australia operate for the public benefit and must work to further their charitable
purpose
Unlike a company which may engage in political activities, charities are not set up to provide private
benefits. Charities exist for the public benefit and must work to further their charitable purposes.
Indeed, they must fulfill this fundamental obligation to retain their charitable status under Australian
law.
Under the Charities Act 2013 (Cth) charities must operate for the public benefit and conduct activities
consistent with their purpose. A charitable purpose is what a charity has been set up to achieve. It is the
overarching object or goal of the charity – some people may refer to it as a ‘mission’. There are 12
charitable purposes listed in the Charities Act 2013 (Cth), and charities may have more than one
charitable purpose.8
Charities cannot have a non-charitable purpose unless the purpose is incidental or ancillary to (in aid of)
a charitable purpose. Charity activities are the activities that a charity undertakes in support of its
overarching purpose.

8

Section 12 of the Charities Act 2013 (No. 100, 2013) gives the definition and range of “charitable purpose”:

(1) In any Act: "charitable purpose" means any of the following:
(a) the purpose of advancing health;
(b) the purpose of advancing education;
(c) the purpose of advancing social or public welfare;
(d) the purpose of advancing religion;
(e) the purpose of advancing culture;
(f) the purpose of promoting reconciliation, mutual respect and tolerance between groups of individuals that are in Australia;
(g) the purpose of promoting or protecting human rights;
(h) the purpose of advancing the security or safety of Australia or the Australian public;
(I) the purpose of preventing or relieving the suffering of animals;
(j) the purpose of advancing the natural environment;
(k) any other purpose beneficial to the general public that may reasonably be regarded as analogous to, or within the spirit of, any of the
purposes mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (j);
Note:
In the case of a purpose that was a charitable purpose before the commencement of this Act and to which the other paragraphs of this
definition do not apply, see item 7 of Schedule 2 to the Charities (Consequential Amendments and Transitional Provisions) Act 2013.
(l) the purpose of promoting or opposing a change to any matter established by law, policy or practice in the Commonwealth, a State, a Territory
or another country, if:
(i) in the case of promoting a change--the change is in furtherance or in aid of one or more of the purposes mentioned in paragraphs (a) to
(k); or
(ii) in the case of opposing a change--the change is in opposition to, or in hindrance of, one or more of the purposes mentioned in those
paragraphs.
(2) Paragraph (l) of the definition of charitable purpose in subsection (1) is the only paragraph of that definition that can apply to the purpose
of promoting or opposing a change to any matter established by law, policy or practice in the Commonwealth, a State, a Territory or another
country .
(3) For the purposes of this section, it does not matter whether a purpose is directed to something in Australia or overseas.
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Charities work to deliver public good. Unlike political parties that seek seats in government, or third
party political actors that seek explicitly to change electoral outcomes, charities are bound to act in
accordance with charities law and their own charitable purpose – be it environment or human rights
protection, medical research or Indigenous advancement.
Charities exist because the community wants them to exist. Communities want their charities to be
advocates, to raise their voices, to represent those who do not have the capacity to influence policies.
This mandate and support for charities is important to a well-functioning democracy which enables vocal
public interest advocates to engage in public debate.

3. The political activities of charities are strictly regulated and constrained by the Charities Act 2013
(Cth) and the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918
Under Australia’s Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 non-political entities are regulated differently to
political parties. This is consistent with common sense – charities and other non-profit NGOs are not
seeking state power and should therefore not be subject to the same regulations as political parties.
Nonetheless, there are still regulations and constraints on their activities - for example they are required
to submit a return on political expenditure in certain circumstances, including for “expression of a view
on an issue in an election”.
Under the Charities Act 2013 (Cth), charities cannot be active participants in campaigns to support
political parties or candidates. However, charities are allowed to promote or oppose a change to any
matter established by law, policy or practice in the Commonwealth, a State, a Territory or another
country, consistent with their charitable purpose.
Unlike other actors in elections, charities are specifically advised against handing out how-to-vote cards
(although they are permitted to prepare scorecards that evaluate different candidates’ policies). In this
way, foreign donations to charities cannot directly influence the policy of political parties, or the
outcome of elections.
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4. Charities are already well regulated by their Statutory Regulator, the Australian Charities and Notfor-profits Commission
Registered charities are regulated by the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission - the
independent national regulator of charities. The ACNC has been set up to achieve the following
objectives:
a)
maintain, protect and enhance public trust and confidence in the sector through increased
accountability and transparency;
b)

support and sustain a robust, vibrant, independent and innovative not-for-profit sector;

c)

promote the reduction of unnecessary regulatory obligations on the sector.

The ACNC, as the Statutory Regulator, has extensive powers to investigate and impose serious sanctions
for any alleged breaches under relevant Acts, including withdrawal of registration of charities.
Charities are permitted to engage in campaigning and advocacy in service of their charitable purposes,
but they are prohibited from engaging in party politics. The ACNC clarifies the nature of advocacy and
campaigning in detail on its website, noting “Advocacy and campaigning can be a legitimate and
effective way of furthering the charitable purposes of a charity.”9

5. There is a category difference between political parties and charities
The stated motivation behind the prospective ban on overseas donations to political parties is to reduce
the potential risk of corruption and foreign government interference posed by such donations. But
charities in receipt of overseas philanthropy do not pose this risk.
There is a category difference between political parties and charities. Charities have completely different
access to and influence over the political process than political parties. Charities cannot be active
participants in campaigns to support political parties or candidates.
Unlike political parties, charities do not exercise executive power – they don’t have access to the levers
of government, and they have no capacity to directly enact policy. As such, from a risk mitigation
perspective, there is no argument for applying the same restrictions to charities – or indeed any third
parties engaging in advocacy – as are applied to political parties.

9

http://www.acnc.gov.au/ACNC/Reg/Charities_elections_and_advocacy_.aspx
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Questions and Answers (clarification of the CCA, PA, ACFID position)
Q: Why should charities be allowed to accept foreign donations, while political parties and third party
political actors are banned?
A: Charities work to deliver public good. Unlike political parties that seek seats in government, or third
party political actors that seek explicitly to change electoral outcomes, charities are bound to act in
accordance with charities law and their own charitable purpose – be it environment or human rights
protection, medical research or Indigenous advancement. Charities are permitted by charities law to
engage in campaigning and advocacy in service of their charitable purposes, but they are prohibited
from engaging in party politics. Unlike third party political actors, charities are specifically advised
against handing out how-to-vote cards (although they are permitted to prepare scorecards that evaluate
different candidates’ policies). In this way, foreign donations to charities cannot directly influence the
policy of political parties, or the outcome of elections. International philanthropic funding is an
important part of many charities’ annual budgets and enables them to deliver public good.

Q: Shouldn’t there be one rule for everyone to ensure a ‘level playing field’?
A: There is no level playing field, and it is entirely appropriate that different kinds of groups are regulated
differently. Political parties get seats in parliament, public funding for election campaigns, and access to
the electoral roll. Non-charity political actors are able to campaign for particular electoral outcomes, and
to hand out how-to-vote cards that direct people how to vote. Corporations are already seen by most
Australians to have too much influence over the political process, and on top of their day-to-day
influence can also campaign for explicit electoral outcomes and hand out how-to-vote cards. Charities
that work for the public good are the only ones bound to act in accordance with their charitable
purpose, and that are prevented from engaging in party politics. They should, therefore, be treated
differently.

Q: Which charities are likely to be affected by these changes?
A: If all the charities which comment on policy, offer critique, advocate for funding, or express a view on
issues during an election campaign are considered to be ‘political actors’, the proposed changes could
potentially affect thousands of charities. A wide range of groups engage in advocacy, including human
rights, environment and social justice groups, universities, medical research institutes, aged care
providers, religious and arts bodies.

Q: How do other countries treat foreign donations?
A: Australia is among a third of countries internationally that do not ban foreign donations to political
parties. The US, UK and Canada all ban such donations, although New Zealand, Germany, Italy, Spain and
some other European countries do not. Nonetheless, very few democracies ban foreign donations to
charitable NGOs (although in a worrying trend this has been happening in China, India, Russia, Hungary,
Israel and elsewhere). The US, UK and many other countries allow foreign donations for charities.
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Q: What example will this move set internationally?
A: In many countries, human rights organisations, social justice advocates and environmental
organisations receive significant funding from international philanthropy. For example, much of the
funding for environmentalists working to protect the Amazon from deforestation has come from
international foundations. A significant amount of Australia’s Official Development Assistance goes to
local in-country partner NGOs to undertake development and capacity building projects and build
governance and democracy. Stopping international philanthropy to charities in Australia would set a
poor international example and may encourage similar crackdowns against civil society in other
countries. We are already seeing civil society organisations such as unions and NGOs face oppression
from authorities who prevent these organisations from fundraising in order to limit their influence.
Australia should not be sending a signal that stopping international philanthropy to civil society is
appropriate for a healthy democracy.

Conclusion
Charities should not be conflated with other “third parties” or treated as “political actors”. Charities are
bound by charities law to ensure that their activities serve their charitable purpose, that they do not
have a disqualifying political purpose, and that they abstain from party politics. Given the very different
legal circumstances within which charities operate, and their more limited capacity to contribute to
electoral outcomes, charities should not be included in any ban on foreign donations.
International philanthropic funding is an important part of many charities’ annual budgets and enables
them to deliver their public good. Imposing further restrictions on charities would restrict the voice of
communities, and hinder the operation of our democracy.

We therefore propose that Australian charities registered with the Australian Charities and Not-forprofits Commission be exempt from any legislation that bans receiving overseas philanthropy.
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Current Membership – Community Council for Australia Attachment A
Access Australia's National Infertility Network
Access Housing
Adult Learning Australia
Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drugs Association ACT
Arab Council Australia
Arthritis Australia
Australian Charities Fund
Australian Community Support Organisation (ACSO)
Australian Council for International Development, Marc Purcell, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Australian Indigenous Leadership Centre
Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees
Australian Major Performing Arts Group
Australian Women Donors Network
Business Council of Cooperatives and Mutuals
Carers Australia
Centre for Social Impact
Church Communities Australia
Churches of Christ Vic and Tas
Community Based Support (Tas)
Community Broadcasting Association of Australia
Community Colleges Australia
Drug Arm Australasia, Dennis Young, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Ethical Jobs
Everyman
Foresters Community Finance
Foundation for Alcohol Research and Education
Foundation for Young Australians
Fragile X Association of Australia
Fundraising Institute of Australia
Good Samaritan Foundation
Good to Give
Hammondcare
Hillsong Church, George Aghajanian, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Justice Connect
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Legacy Australia
Life Without Barriers, Claire Robbs, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Mater Foundation
Menslink
Mission Australia, Catherine Yeomans, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Missions Interlink
Musica Viva Australia, Mary Jo Capps, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Non Profit Alliance
Our Community
Palliative Care Australia
Philanthropy Australia
Playgroup Qld
Port Phillip Housing Association
Power Housing Australia
Pro Bono Australia
Queensland Water & Land Carers
RSPCA Australia, Heather Neil, CEO (CCA Board Director)
SANE
SARRAH
Save the Children, Paul Ronalds, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Scope
Settlement Services International
Smith Family, Lisa O'Brien, CEO (CCA Board Director)
Social Ventures Australia
St John Ambulance
Starlight Foundation
Ted Noffs Foundation
Touched by Olivia
Variety Australia
Volunteering Australia
Wesley Mission, Keith Garner, CEO (CCA Board Director)
White Ribbon Australia
World Vision, Tim Costello, Chief Advocate (Chair CCA Board)
World Wide Fund for Nature Australia
YMCA Australia
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